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Dear Sir/Madam, I wish to submit this evidence about the abortion issue,                 MEDICAL
 FACTS                                                  

 EMBRYO, PART OF THE MOTHER OR A
NEW LIFE DEPENDENT ON THE MOTHER
Those who promote abortion claim the zygote/embry/fetus is part of the mother’s
body and removing it is just removing part of her body. Let’s look at other
creatures. A hen produces eggs whether fertile or not. If fertile the new living cell is
attached to the yoke at the end of the egg growth inside the hen. The egg including
the yoke develop inside the hen until ready to be laid when a shell forms around the
outside to encase it in a specially designed home. The embryo cell is dormant and
obviously not attached to the mother and can remain so for several weeks until it is
kept continuously warm. Then it activates and becomes a growing living chick. It has
food (the yoke) floating in a fluid sac with a special pocket for air. It was never part
of the mother hen’s body. Human process is much the same except the whole process
developes inside the body. Actually some believe (with some evidence) that morning
sickness is the mother’s rejection of the foreign body attaching itself inside. After a
time the mother accepts the embryo until and after birth for many years. Like the
hen the embryo was never part of the woman’s body. The female part of the embryo
was released as a free agent floating in fluid. It is not attached to the mother and is
not even a living creature until and unless a male sperm attaches itself. (The scence in it
is: A zygote (from Greek ????t?? zygotos "joined" or "yoked", from ?????? zygoun "to join" or "to
yoke"), is a eukaryotic cell formed by a fertilization event between two gametes. The zygote's genome is a
combination of the DNA in each gamete, and contains all of the genetic information necessary to form
a new individual.) Then as an independant living creature after a few days it attaches
itself to the mother for life support until born. Its life started at conception as an
independant person before becoming dependent on the mother through the
umbilical cord. Human features develop within a short time. In USA about 1000 per
day are grievously removed and evidence is around their body parts are sold mostly
for university scientific experiments. This is worse than war or road accidents. Who
will stop this genocide. Nev Richards 
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